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✦ Mission!
•  Improve opportunities for research and 

scholarship!
•  Improve competitiveness in securing 

external funding!
•  Provide high-performance computing 

resources and support to UF researchers!
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✦ Shared Hardware Resources!
•  Over 6K cores AMD and Intel!
•  InfiniBand interconnects!
•  >1 PB, high performance Lustre !
! !and Nexenta storage!
•  NVidia Tesla (C1060) GPUs !
•  Several large memory (512GB) nodes!
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Machine room at Larson Hall!
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✦ Where do you start?!



What can you run? 

✦ Galaxy!
✦ Linux!
✦ Generally command line driven 

applications!
✦ Graphical apps can be setup!

•  SAS!
•  BEAUti!



Galaxy 



Galaxy: 
Data intensive biology for everyone 

✦ Accessible, reproducible, transparent 
computational biology!

✦ galaxy.hpc.ufl.edu!
•  Local instance of Galaxy!

-  Faster access to storage, easier upload!

-  Local compute resources!

-  Local control!



Garli 2.0!
Beast and TreeAnnotator!
RAxML in development!

Galaxy 



Cluster basics 

Login 
node!

(Head 
node)!

User!
interaction!

Tell the 
scheduler what 
you want to do!

Scheduler!

Your job 
runs on the 

cluster!

Compute!
resources!



Tools 

ssh client to connect to!
submit.hpc.ufl.edu!

e.g.: Terminal, PuTTY!

SFTP client to move files 
to/from your computer!

e.g.: Cyberduck, FileZilla!

Text editor to prepare files!
Especially on Windows, be sure to convert 

DOS line breaks to Unix, and don’t use Word!
Both have SFTP built in !

e.g.: TextWrangler, Notepad++!



Unix line breaks 



Cluster basics 

Login 
node!

(Head 
node)!

User!
interaction!

Tell the 
scheduler what 
you want to do!

Scheduler!

Your job 
runs on the 

cluster!

Compute!
resources!



Cluster login 

submit.hpc.ufl.edu!

ssh!

/home/
$USER!

Windows: PuTTY!
Mac/Linux: Terminal!

ssh <user>@submit.hpc.ufl.edu!

Login to 
head 
node!

Head node(s)!



Cluster login 

submit.hpc.ufl.edu!

ssh!

/home/
$USER!

Windows: PuTTY!
Mac/Linux: Terminal!

ssh <user>@submit.hpc.ufl.edu!

Login to 
head 
node!

Head node(s)!



Logging in 



 Linux Command Line 

✦  Lots of online resources!
•  Google: linux cheat sheet!

✦  Training sessions!
✦  User manuals for applications!



✦ Storage!
•  Home Area: /home/$USER!

-  For code compilation and user file management only, 
do not write job output here!

•  /scratch/hpc/ Lustre File System!
-  /scratch/hpc/$USER, 460 TB!
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Must be used for 
all file I/O!



Storage at HPC 

ssh!

/scratch/hpc/$USER!

$ cd /scratch/hpc/magitz/ 

Copy your data to submit 
using scp or a SFTP 
program like Cyberduck 
or FileZilla !

/home/
$USER!

submit.hpc.ufl.edu!



Making life easier: Module system 

✦ Paths, libraries!
✦ Compilers, MPI implementations, 

software versions!
✦ All seamlessly taken care of for you!
✦ Also allows for discovery !

•  module spider!

✦ module load raxml!



Scheduling a job 

✦  Need to tell scheduler what you 
want to do!

•  How many CPUs you want and 
how you want them grouped!

•  How much RAM your job will use!
•  Information about how long your 

job will run!

•  The commands that will be run!
! Tell the 

scheduler what 
you want to do!

Scheduler!



Nodes and processors 

#PBS –l nodes=1:ppn=4!
#PBS –l nodes=2:ppn=8!

!



Parallelism 
✦  Message Passing Interface 

(MPI)!

✦  Messages passed among 
different nodes!

✦  Can be slowed by time 
needed to communicate!

!

✦  Threaded, PTHREADS, 
OpenMP!

✦  All messages stay within a 
node!

✦  Limited by CPUs and 
memory in single node!



RAM 
#PBS –l pmem=900mb!

!
•  Lots to consider, but do your best at estimating 

RAM needed for job!
•  Over about 2GB of RAM, “costs” toward CPU 

allocation!
•  Wasted RAM leads!
     to idle CPUs and!
     low job throughput!



Walltime 

Tell the 
scheduler what 
you want to do!

Scheduler!
#PBS –l walltime=00:50:00!

•  Fairly straight forward!

•  As with all resource requests, 
accuracy helps ensure your jobs 
and all other jobs will run sooner!



RAxML 

✦ raxml-SSE3!
•  Single threaded!

✦ raxml-PTHREADS-SSE3!
•  Multi-threaded, all on one node!

✦ raxml-HYBRID-SSE3!
•  MPI and multi-threaded, span multiple 

nodes!



MrBayes 
✦ intel/11.1 mrbayes!

•  mb –single threaded!

✦ intel/11.1 openmpi mrbayes!
•  mb –MPI version,!
•  Can span multiple nodes!

-  But doesn’t need to: nodes=1:ppn=8 is much preferred 
to nodes=8:ppn=1!

•  Faster for your job, fewer points of failure, doesn’t partially 
occupy lots of nodes!

!



GARLI 

✦ For single ML search!
•  Single threaded!
•  Multi-threaded, probably not worth it!

✦ For bootstrap!
•  MPI, splits each replicate onto a processor!



Others 

✦ BayesPhylogenies!
✦ BEAST!
✦ PhyML!
✦ PhyloBayes!
✦ PAML!
✦ SATé!
✦ RAxML-Light!



✦ Help and Support (Continued)!
•  http://wiki.hpc.ufl.edu !

-  Documents on hardware and software resources!

-  Various user guides!

-  Many sample submission scripts!

•  http://hpc.ufl.edu/support!
-  Frequently Asked Questions!

-  Account set up and maintenance !
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✦ Help and Support!
•  Help Request Tickets!

-  https://support.hpc.ufl.edu!

-  Not just for “bugs” but for any kind of question or help 
requests!

-  Searchable database of solutions!

•  We are here to help!!
-  support@hpc.ufl.edu !
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